METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MIXING AUDIO STREAM AND INFORMATION STORAGE MEDIUM

A method and apparatus for mixing audio streams, and an information storage medium that stores mixing information. The information storage medium includes at least one audio stream that contains a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels, and mixing information used to mix at least parts of the multiplicity of audio data. Accordingly, it is possible to mix and reproduce different types of channel components without changing the channel formats of different audio streams. Furthermore, it is also possible to perform dynamic mixing on multiple channel components, thus enabling adaptation to a change in audio content and characteristics thereof and thereby reproducing audio data more appropriately. In particular, since mixing information is described in interactive data allowing an interaction with a user, it is possible to provide the user with more applications.
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MIXING AUDIO STREAM AND INFORMATION STORAGE MEDIUM

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for mixing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels.

Background Art

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a conventional user interface for adjusting the volume of an audio player installed in a personal computer (PC) or the like. A user can adjust the volume of the audio player using a volume control interface as shown in FIG. 1. When the user adjusts the volume of the audio player by raising or lowering a volume button with a keyboard or a mouse, audio mixing is simultaneously performed on audio data obtained from respective multiple channels. Audio mixing, however, is arbitrarily determined by the audio player, regardless of the number of audio stream channels and the types of channels.

For instance, when reproducing an audio stream containing audio data obtained from two channels, the output levels of first audio data from a first channel and second audio data from a second channel are predetermined in the audio player. Thus, the output levels of the first and second audio data are adjusted to the preset output levels, and the adjusted output-levels of the first and second audio data are mixed.

However, the above arbitrary audio mixing has some problems. First, it is impossible for a content provider to provide first audio data and second audio data obtained from two separate channels at the same time, while adjusting the output levels to desired levels and mixing the first and second audio data. This is because present audio mixing
techniques do not allow audio mixing while reflecting content providers' intentions. In other words, since the output levels of audio data are adjusted and audio mixing is performed as predetermined in an audio player installed in a personal computer, it is almost impossible to appropriately reflect a content producer's intention in audio mixing.

Secondly, once an audio mixing method is determined with respect to audio content, such as the words of a song or a movie script, the mixing method is maintained until completion of reproduction thereof. That is, it is impossible to dynamically change the audio mixing method performed on audio content. Thus, no adaptation can be made to any audio content or characteristics.

Thirdly, only the same type of channel components can be mixed when mixing channel components of one type of audio content with those components of another type of audio content. In other words, even though content providers want to provide audio contents obtained by mixing audio data from different channels, it is impossible to make such contents. In particular, if one type of audio content contains multichannel data and another type of audio content contains two-channel data, it is difficult to mix the two-channel data with the surround component of the multichannel data without changing the channel format of the two-channel data. In order to mix the two-channel data with a channel component of multichannel data, the two-channel data needs to be transformed into a multichannel data format, that is, the channel format thereof must be changed before transmission. Thus, the transmission of the two-channel data requires use of resources dedicated to the multichannel data, thus resulting in a waste of resources. In particular, this problem becomes serious when simultaneously reproducing a piece of MP3 music downloaded via the Internet while reproducing video containing a multi-channel audio component, such as DVD-Video. The MP3 music includes two channels, i.e., right and left.
channels. Thus, during the reproduction of a DVD-Video, MP3 channel audio data from the right and left channels is mixed only with right and left channel audio data of the multi-channel audio contained in the DVD-Video, respectively. Also, the output levels of mixed audio data need to be changed depending on the characteristics of an audio player. Therefore, it is difficult for a content provider to adjust the MP3 music to a desired output level, and mix the MP3 music with surround multichannel channel audio data contained in the DVD-Video.

Disclosure of the Invention

The present invention provides an audio mixing method and apparatus capable of mixing and reproducing different types of channel components without changing the channel formats of audio streams, which constitute different types of audio content, and an information storage medium that stores audio mixing information.

The present invention also provides an audio mixing method and apparatus capable of dynamically changing the audio mixing method performed on multiple channel components, thus enabling a change in audio content or characteristics, and an information storage medium that stores audio mixing information.

According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an information storage medium comprising at least one audio stream that contains a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels, and mixing information used to mix at least parts of the multiplicity of audio data.

The mixing of information comprises mixing coefficient information used to adjust output levels of audio data. Also, the mixing of information further comprises mixing-relation information that specifies audio data obtained from the multiplicity of audio data.
The mixing information is recorded in program data which enables an interaction with a user. The program data comprises java data created with a java programming language.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an information storage medium comprising a first audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels, a second audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels, and mixing information that is recorded in interactive data to mix at least one audio data from the first audio stream with at least one audio data from the second audio stream.

The mixing information is recorded in program data which enables interaction with a user, based on an interface defined between a platform reading the mixing information and a java language implementing the mixing information. The program data comprises java data created with a java programming language.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of reproducing an audio stream, the method including decoding at least one audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels; and mixing audio data from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on mixing information recorded in interactive data.

According to still another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus which reproduces an audio stream, the apparatus including a decoder that decodes an audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels, and a mixer that mixes at least two parts of the decoded audio data based on mixing information.

According to still another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus that reproduces an audio stream, the apparatus...
including a decoder that decodes a first audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels and decodes a second audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels; and a mixer that mixes audio data from at least one channel of the multiple channels for the first audio stream and audio data from at least one channel of the multiple channels for the second audio stream, based on mixing information. The mixing information is recorded in interactive data.

Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice of the invention.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

These and/or other aspects and advantages of the invention will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings of which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a conventional user interface for adjusting the volume of an audio player installed in a personal computer (PC) or the like;

FIG. 2A is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a reproducing apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2B is a block diagram illustrating the structure of an embodiment of the reproducing apparatus of FIG. 2A;

FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate examples of an audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels, according to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of another embodiment of the reproducing apparatus of FIG. 2A that mixes the first audio stream of FIG. 3A and the second audio stream of FIG. 3B;
FIG. 5 illustrates a data structure of mixing information according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 illustrates a mixing table containing the mixing information of FIG. 5, according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a reference diagram illustrating dynamic mixing according to the present invention;
FIG. 8 illustrates an example of programming code of an interface, such as an application program interface (API), that defines mixing information according to the present invention;
FIG. 9 illustrates an example of code of the interface of FIG. 8 that defines mixing information added to a markup document using ECMAScript;
FIG. 10 illustrates an example of code of a JAVA Package that defines IDL Definition shown in FIG. 8 so as to use the IDL Definition in a java program;
FIG. 11 illustrates an example of code of a java program to which mixing information is added using the JAVA Package of FIG. 10;
FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a method of reproducing an audio stream according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a method of reproducing an audio stream according to another embodiment of the present invention; and FIGs. 14A and 14B illustrate embodiments of operation 1306 of FIG. 13.

Best mode for carrying out the Invention

Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the like elements
throughout. The embodiments are described below to explain the present invention by referring to the figures.

For a better understanding of the present invention, 'mixing' according to the present invention will be explained first. Mixing can be understood as one of the following: (i) adjusting the output levels of audio data from at least two channels of a multichannel audio stream; (ii) adjusting the respective output levels of audio data from at least two respective channels of a multichannel audio stream, and combining the adjusted audio data from one channel with audio data from at least one other channel; and (iii) combining audio data from respective multiple channels of a multichannel audio stream, and outputting the combination result to a speaker. Also, mixing methods (i) through (iii) are applicable to audio data from respective multiple channels of multiple multichannel audio streams. Further, dynamic mixing includes 'mixing' according to the present invention.

FIG. 2A is a block diagram illustrating the structure of a reproducing apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 2A, the reproducing apparatus mixes the audio data from at least one multichannel audio stream, based on mixing information according to the present invention. The reproducing apparatus includes a decoder 1 and a mixer 2. The decoder 1 decodes a multichannel audio stream which contains a multiplicity of audio data distinguished by its respective multiple channels. The mixer 2 mixes the decoded multiplicity of audio data based on the mixing information. More specifically, the mixer 2 adjusts the output levels of audio data from multiple audio streams, and combines the audio data contained in an audio stream with the audio data contained in another audio stream, based on the mixing information. When an audio stream contains a multiplicity of mixing information regarding an audio stream, the mixer 2 performs dynamic mixing on the audio stream by adjusting the output
levels according to the contents or other conditions. Dynamic mixing will be described later in detail.

FIG. 2B is a block diagram illustrating the structure of an embodiment of the reproducing apparatus of FIG. 2A. Referring to FIG. 2B, the recording apparatus includes a decoder 1, a mixer 2, a network transceiver 3, and a reader 4. The network transceiver 3 transmits information to and receives information from a network. In particular, the network transceiver 3 according to the present invention receives audio stream and/or mixing information via the network. The reader 4 reads an audio stream and/or mixing information from a disc-type information storage medium such as a hard disk (HD), a compact disc (CD), or a digital versatile disc (DVD). The multiplicity of audio data in an audio stream is obtained from respective multiple channels and is distinguished by respective channels. The mixing information can be obtained either through a network or from a disc-type information storage medium. A detailed description of the mixing information will be provided later.

The decoder 1 decodes first and second audio streams provided by the network transceiver 3 or the reader 4. The mixer 2 mixes the decoded audio data from the first multichannel audio stream with the decoded audio data from the second multichannel audio stream, based on mixing information obtained from the network transceiver 3 or the reader 4. More specifically, the mixer 2 adjusts the output level of audio data from each of the audio streams, combines the audio data contained in one audio stream with the audio data contained in the other audio stream, based on the mixing information, and transmits the combination result to a speaker.

FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate examples of an audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels, according to the present invention.
Referring to FIG. 3A, a first audio stream contains audio data that is obtained from the five channels $L$, $C$, $R$, $LS$, and $RS$. Here, $L$, $C$, $R$, $LS$, and $RS$ denote a left channel, a central channel, a right channel, a left-surround channel, and a right-surround channel, respectively. The channels $L$, $R$, and $C$ provide stable virtual sound sources and the channels $LS$ and $RS$ provides three-dimensional (3D), realistic sound sources. According to the present invention, the multiplicity of audio data contains respective channel information. For instance, if audio data is obtained from the channel $LS$, the channel information contained in the audio data indicates the audio data corresponds to the channel $LS$.

Referring to FIG. 3B, a second audio stream contains audio data that is obtained from two channels $L$ and $R$. Here, $L$ and $R$ denote a left channel and a right channel, respectively. The second audio stream, i.e., two-channel audio stream, enables reproduction of sound that echoes in right and left directions. As explained with respect to FIG. 3A, the respective audio data from the respective channels contains corresponding channel information. For instance, if audio data is obtained from the channel $L$, the channel information contained in the audio data indicates the audio data corresponds to the channel $L$.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of another embodiment of the reproducing apparatus of FIG. 2A that mixes the first audio stream of FIG. 3A and the second audio stream of FIG. 3B. Referring to FIG. 4, the reproducing apparatus includes a decoding unit 1 having a first decoder 11, a second decoder 12, and a mixer 2. The first decoder 11 decodes a first audio stream containing audio data corresponding to five channels and separately outputs the decoded audio data according to the five channels $L$, $R$, $C$, $LS$, and $RS$. The output audio data is sent to the mixer 2 as five separate channel data. The second decoder 12 decodes a second audio stream containing
audio data corresponding to the two channels L and R and separately outputs the decoded audio data according to the two channels L and R. The output audio data is also sent to the mixer 2 as two separate channel data.

The mixer 2 includes amplifiers 21 through 27 which amplify the output levels of the audio data input from the first decoder 11 and the second decoder 12, and includes adders 28 and 29 that combine a multiplicity of audio data from at least two channels. In FIG. 4, two adders, i.e., the adders 28 and 29, are specified as an example, but there is no restriction to the number of adders. If necessary, the mixer 2 according to the present invention may include more adders for combining audio data from channels not shown in FIG. 4.

Based on mixing information, the mixer 2 uses the amplifiers 21 through 23 to multiply the output levels of audio data from the channels L, R, and C, which are input from the first decoder 11, by a mixing coefficient of 1, and uses the amplifiers 24 and 25 to multiply the output levels of audio data from the channels LS and RS by a mixing coefficient of 0.5. Similarly, based on the mixing information, the mixer 2 uses the amplifiers 26 and 27 to multiply the output levels of audio data from the channels L and R, which are input from the second decoder 12, by a mixing coefficient of 0.5 using the amplifiers 26 and 27. Next, the mixer 2 uses the adders 28 and 29 to combine the audio data having adjusted output levels with the audio data from the channels LS and RS. That is, audio data from channel L of the second audio stream and audio data from channel R of the second audio stream are combined with the audio data from the channels LS and RS of the first audio stream, respectively. The results of the combinations are output via the channels LS and RS. Thus, the mixer 2 outputs final audio data via the five channels L, R, C, LS, and RS.
FIG. 5 illustrates a data structure of mixing information according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 5, the mixing information contains mixing-relation information and/or mixing coefficient information. The mixing-relation information specifies from a multiplicity of audio data which audio data is selected and combined, and the mixing coefficient information specifies mixing coefficients that are used when adjusting the output levels of audio data that will be mixed. Alternatively, the mixing information may include only one of the mixing-relation information and the mixing coefficient information.

FIG. 6 illustrates a mixing table containing the mixing information of FIG. 5, according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 6, the mixing table, which is used by the mixer 2 included in the reproducing apparatus of FIG. 4, contains mixing information that includes mixing-relation information and mixing coefficient information. In detail, the mixing-relation information specifies identifiers for audio streams input to the mixer 2; channel components of the audio streams input to the mixer 2; audio stream identifiers and channel components that are to be combined with the channel components of another subsequent audio stream; and mixing coefficients used for adjusting the output levels of audio data. The mixing table reveals that the output levels of audio data obtained from channels L, R, and C of a first audio stream are multiplied by a mixing coefficient of 1, and the output levels of audio data from channels LS and RS are multiplied by a mixing coefficient of 0.5. That is, the output levels of audio data from the channels LS and RS are reduced by half, and the adjusted audio data is combined with audio data from the channels L and R of a second audio stream. Meanwhile, the output levels of audio data from the channels L and R of the second audio stream are multiplied by a mixing coefficient of 0.5. That is, the output levels of audio data from the channels L and R of the second audio stream are also reduced by half and the adjusted audio data is combined
with the audio data from the channels $LS$ and $RS$ of the first audio stream.

For instance, if the first audio stream is an AC3 stream and the second audio stream is an MP3 stream, the mixer 2 reduces the output levels of audio data from channels $LS$ and $RS$ of the AC3 stream by half; reduces the output levels of audio data from channels $L$ and $R$ of the MP3 stream by half; combines the adjusted audio data from the channels $LS$ and $RS$, and the adjusted audio data from the channels $L$ and $R$; and transmits the combined data through the channels $LS$ and $RS$, as specified in the mixing table.

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating dynamic mixing according to the present invention. In detail, FIG. 7 illustrates an audio stream, which contains audio data obtained from respective channels $L$ and $R$, the audio stream reproduced together with video data. In this case, it might not be preferable to use a fixed mixing coefficient when reproducing. For example, this might apply when a movie is shown with a movie producer’s narration. If the narration is reproduced at the same output level in both a quiet scene and a noisy battle scene, the output level might be too high to match the atmosphere of the quiet scene or too low during the noisy battle scene. To solve this problem, it is recommended that a content provider provide a plurality of mixing tables which lists mixing coefficients for appropriately adjusting the output levels of audio data to match the atmospheres of respective scenes in a movie. If the number of mixing tables is more than one, reference timing information should be further provided. The reference timing information specifies instances in time when the mixer 2 of the reproducing apparatus, shown in FIG. 4, should refer to the plurality of mixing tables. The mixer 2 enables dynamic mixing by adjusting the output levels of different audio data as instructed by the reference timing information, in which the output levels are multiplied by different mixing coefficients listed in the
plurality of mixing tables. Mixing according to the present invention includes the dynamic mixing in which audio mixing is performed based on different mixing information at different points of time when the contents are reproduced, according to contents and a content provider’s intention.

Mixing information according to the present invention may be included in interactive data stored together with audio/video (AV) data; e.g., high-definition movie data, in a conventional DVD-video format. The interactive data indicates markup data and/or programming data used to detect AV data for an interaction with a user or while browsing the Internet. The markup data indicates a markup document described in a markup language such as HyperText Markup Language (HTML) or eXtensible Markup Language (XML); or a markup resource, such as a graphics file, an image file, or a sound file, which is inserted into a markup document. The programming data indicates a program file that is included in a markup document or made separately from a markup document, and provides a user with various applications. In general, the programming data is made of a script language or a Java language.

For instance, mixing information in an interactive data format is an application program interface (API). For the API, an interface between a particular platform that reproduces mixing information stored in an information storage medium such as a DVD, and a particular language in which the mixing information is described must be defined. The particular language may be JAVASCript or ECMAScript in markup data, or corresponds to JAVA Language in java data.

FIG. 8 illustrates an example of programming code of an interface, such as an API, that defines mixing information according to the present invention. The interface of FIG. 8 represents an interface between a platform and a markup data using IDL Definition. Referring to FIG. 8, a first stream channel type indicates respective channels of a target audio
stream for audio mixing with predetermined integers. In general, the first stream denotes a conventional DVD-audio or an audio stream stored in a Blu-ray Disc (BD). A second stream channel type also indicates respective channels of a target audio stream for audio mixing, using predetermined integers. In general, the second stream denotes an audio stream that is additionally reproduced together with audio data stored in a DVD or a BD. In this disclosure, two stream channels are described for convenience, but a number of channels is not limited.

In the attributes section of FIG. 8, *audioFirstStreamMixLevel* and *audioSecondStreamMixLevel* denote mixing coefficients used to mix the first and second streams, i.e., the volume levels of the first and second streams. The mixing levels are determined by coefficients ranging from 0 to 255. Also, *SecondStream_SyncTo_FirstStreamPTS* denotes reference timing information for audio mixing, indicating that the second audio stream is reproduced in synchronization with the first audio stream at particular points *PTS* of the first audio stream.

Also, the interface of FIG. 8 illustrates a *setChannel()* method of mixing predetermined channel components of the first and second audio streams, and a *play()* method for audio data reproduction.

FIG. 9 illustrates an example of code of the interface of FIG. 8 that defines mixing information added to a markup document using ECMAScript.

FIG. 10 illustrates an example of code of a JAVA Package that defines IDL Definition shown in FIG. 8 so as to use the IDL Definition in a java program. In fact, import of the JAVA package into a java program enables use of the attributes and methods defined in FIG. 8.

FIG. 11 illustrates an example of code of a java program to which mixing information is added using the JAVA Package of FIG. 10.
Hereinafter, a method of reproducing audio data according to an embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a method of reproducing an audio stream according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 12, the reproducing apparatus decodes an audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels (operation 1201). Next, the decoded audio data from at least two channels of the multiple channels is mixed based on mixing information (operation 1202). Here, the multiplicity of audio data may belong to either a single audio stream or different audio streams.

FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a method of reproducing an audio stream according to another embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 13, a reproducing apparatus receives, via a network, a first audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data, which is obtained from respective multiple channels (operation 1301). Next, the reproducing apparatus receives mixing information via the network (operation 1302). Next, the first audio stream received via the network is decoded (operation 1303). Next, a second audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data, which is obtained from respective multiple channels, is read from a disc-type information storage medium (operation 1304). Next, the second audio stream is decoded (operation 1305). Next, the reproducing apparatus mixes audio data from the first audio stream, and audio data from the second audio stream, based on the mixing information (operation 1306).

FIGs. 14A and 14B illustrate embodiments of operation 1306 of FIG. 13. Referring to FIG. 14A, a reproducing apparatus adjusts the output levels of audio data from multiple audio streams, based on mixing coefficient information contained in mixing information, and mixes the
adjusted audio data based on mixing-relatiion information contained in
the mixing information (operation 1401).

Referring to FIG. 14B, a reproducing apparatus detects a
multiplicity of audio data, which is to be combined, based on
mixing-relatiion information and channel information contained in the
multiplicity of audio data; adjusts the output levels of the detected
multiplicity of audio data based on mixing coefficient information, and
mixes the adjusted multiplicity of audio data (operation 1402).

Industrial Applicability

As described above, according to the present invention, it is
possible to mix and reproduce different types of channel components
without changing the channel formats of different audio streams.
Furthermore, it is also possible to perform dynamic mixing on multiple
channel components, thus enabling adaptation to a change in audio
content and characteristics thereof and thereby reproducing audio data
more appropriately. In particular, according to the present invention,
since mixing information is described in interactive data allowing an
interaction with a user, it is possible to provide the user with more
applications.

Although a few embodiments of the present invention have been
shown and described, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art
that changes may be made in this embodiment without departing from
the principles and spirit of the invention, the scope of which is defined in
the claims and their equivalents.
What is claimed is:

1. An information storage medium comprising:
at least one audio stream that contains a multiplicity of audio data
obtained from respective multiple channels; and
mixing information used to mix at least parts of the multiplicity of
audio data.

2. The information storage medium of claim 1, wherein the
mixing information comprises mixing coefficient information that is used
to adjust output levels of the audio data.

3. The information storage medium of claim 2, wherein the
mixing information further comprises mixing-relation information that
specifies the audio data obtained from the multiplicity of audio data.

4. The information storage medium of claim 1, wherein the
mixing information is recorded in interactive data that is reproduced
together with predetermined AV data, to enable an interaction with a
user.

5. The information storage medium of claim 4, wherein the
mixing information is recorded in a markup document in a markup
language that enables an interaction with a user or is recorded in
program data which is recorded in a different file from the markup
document and provides the user with a predetermined application.

6. The information storage medium of claim 5, wherein the
program data comprises java data created with a java programming
language.
7. The information storage medium of claim 4, wherein the mixing information is recorded in program data which enables an interaction with a user.

8. The information storage medium of claim 7, wherein the program data comprises java data created with a java programming language.

9. An information storage medium comprising:
   a first audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels;
   a second audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from the respective multiple channels; and
   mixing information that is recorded in interactive data to mix at least one audio data from the first audio stream with at least one audio data from the second audio stream.

10. The information storage medium of claim 9, wherein the mixing information comprises mixing coefficient information that specifies output levels of audio data.

11. The information storage medium of claim 9, wherein the mixing information further comprises mixing-relation information that specifies audio data obtained from the multiplicity of audio data.

12. The information storage medium of claim 9, wherein the mixing information comprises a plurality of mixing tables with respect to each of the first and the second audio streams.
13. The information storage medium of claim 12, wherein reference timing information to be referred to is included in each of the mixing tables.

14. The information storage medium of claim 9, wherein each audio data comprises channel information corresponding to related channels.

15. The information storage medium of claim 9, wherein the mixing information is recorded in a markup document in a markup language that enables an interaction with a user or is recorded in program data which is recorded in a different file from the markup document and provides the user with a predetermined application.

16. The information storage medium of claim 9, wherein the mixing information is recorded in a markup document in a markup language that enables an interaction with a user or is recorded in java data which is recorded in a different file from the markup document, and wherein the mixing information is recorded based on an interface defined between a platform reading of the mixing information and a java language implementing the mixing information.

17. The information storage medium of claim 16, wherein the interface defines stream channel type information that specifies audio data of the first audio stream and audio data of the second audio stream, using predetermined integers, wherein the stream channel type information has attributes representing mixing coefficient information that determines output levels of the audio data.
18. The information storage medium of claim 17, wherein the mixing information comprises the stream channel type information and the attributes.

19. The information storage medium of claim 17, wherein the interface defines reference timing information that specifies an instant of time when the mixing information must be referred to, and defines a method of mixing channel components of the first and second audio streams.

20. The information storage medium of claim 19, wherein the method comprises a setChannel method and a play method for data reproduction.

21. The information storage medium of claim 9, wherein the mixing information is recorded in program data which enables an interaction with a user, and

   wherein the mixing information is recorded based on an interface defined between a platform reading the mixing information and a java programming language implementing the mixing information.

22. The information storage medium of claim 21, wherein the program data comprises java data created with the java programming language.

23. A method of reproducing an audio stream, comprising;
   decoding at least one audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels; and
   mixing audio data from at least two channels of the multiple
   channels, based on mixing information recorded in interactive data.
24. The method of claim 23, wherein the mixing of the audio data comprises mixing the audio data obtained from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on mixing information recorded in a markup document in a markup language that enables an interaction with a user or is recorded in program data which is recorded in a different file from the markup document and provides the user with a predetermined application.

25. The method of claim 23, wherein the mixing of the audio data comprises adjusting output levels of the audio data and mixing the adjusted output levels, based on the mixing information including stream channel type information and attributes of the stream channel type information, the stream channel type information that specifies the multiplicity of audio data and obtained from the respective multiple channels using predetermined integers, and the attributes that represent mixing coefficient information specifying the output levels of the multiplicity of audio data and output from the channels.

26. An apparatus which reproduces an audio stream, comprising:

   a decoder that decodes an audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels; and

   a mixer that mixes at least two parts of the decoded audio data based on mixing information.

27. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the mixer adjusts output levels of audio data, based on mixing coefficient information contained in the mixing information.
28. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the mixer combines the audio data from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on mixing-relation information contained in the mixing information.

29. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the mixer adjusts output levels of the audio data and mixes the audio data obtained from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on the mixing information that is recorded in a markup document in a markup language that enables an interaction with a user or is recorded in program data which is recorded in a different file from the markup document and provides the user with a predetermined application.

30. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the mixer adjusts output levels of the audio data and mixes the audio data obtained from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on the mixing information including stream channel type information and attributes of the stream channel type information, the stream channel type information specifying the audio data, obtained from predetermined channels of the audio streams, with predetermined integers and the attributes representing mixing coefficient information that defines the output levels of the audio data.

31. An apparatus that reproduces an audio stream, comprising: a decoder that decodes a first audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels and decodes a second audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from the respective multiple channels; and a mixer that mixes audio data from at least one channel of the multiple channels for the first audio stream and audio data from at least one channel of the multiple channels for the second audio stream, based on mixing information.
32. The apparatus of claim 31, further comprising a network transceiver that receives at least one of the first and second audio streams via a network.

33. The apparatus of claim 31, further comprising a reader that reads at least one of the first and second audio streams from a disc-type information storage medium.

34. The apparatus of claim 31, further comprising:
   a network transceiver that receives at least one channel of the first and second audio streams via a network; and
   a reader that reads other audio streams from a disc-type information storage medium.

35. The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the network transceiver receives the mixing information via the network.

36. The apparatus of claim 34, wherein the reader reads the mixing information from the disc-type information storage medium.

37. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the mixer adjusts output levels of the audio data based on mixing coefficient information contained in the mixing information, the mixing coefficient information being used to adjust the output levels of the audio data.

38. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the mixer combines the audio data from at least two channels of the multiple channels for multiple audio streams, based on mixing-relation information contained in the mixing information, the mixing-relation information specifying audio data obtained from the multiplicity of audio data.
39. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the mixer detects audio data, based on mixing-relation information specifying audio data obtained from the multiplicity of audio data and channel information contained in the audio data, and adjusts output levels of the detected audio data based on mixing coefficient information contained in the mixing information, the mixing coefficient information being used to adjust the output levels of the detected audio data.

40. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the mixer performs dynamic mixing based on the mixing information.

41. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the mixer adjusts output levels of audio data and mixes audio data obtained from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on the mixing information described in interactive data.

42. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the mixer adjusts output levels of the audio data and mixes the audio data obtained from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on the mixing information that is recorded in a markup document in a markup language that enables an interaction with a user or is recorded in program data which is recorded in a different file from the markup document and provides the user with a predetermined application.

43. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the mixer adjusts output levels of the audio data and mixes audio data obtained from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on the mixing information including stream channel type information and attributes of the stream channel type information, the stream channel type information specifying audio data obtained from predetermined channels.
with predetermined integers and the attributes representing mixing coefficient information that specifies the output levels of the audio data.

44. An information storage medium comprising:

5 at least one audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from multiple channels; and

mixin information used to combine at least parts of the multiplicity of audio data without changing channel formats of different audio streams.
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45. The information storage medium of claim 44, wherein the mixing information is recorded in interactive data reproduced together with predetermined audio/visual data to enable an interaction with a user.

15 46. An information storage medium comprising:

a first audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from a first source of multiple channels;

a second audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from a second source of multiple channels; and

mixing information recorded in interactive data to combine at least one audio data from the first audio stream with at least one audio data from the second audio stream, without changing channel formats of different audio streams.

20 47. The information storage medium of claim 46, wherein the mixing information is recorded in a markup document in a markup language that enables an interaction with a user or is recorded in program data recorded in a different file from the markup document and provides the user a predetermined application.

25 48. A method of reproducing an audio stream, comprising;
decoding at least one audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from multiple channels; and mixing and reproducing audio data from at least two channels of the multiple channels, based on mixing information recorded in interactive data, without changing channel formats of different audio streams.

49. An apparatus which reproduces an audio stream, comprising:
   a decoder that decodes an audio stream containing a multiplicity of audio data obtained from respective multiple channels; and a mixer that mixes at least two parts of the decoded audio data based on mixing information recorded in interactive data, without changing channel formats of different audio streams.

50. The apparatus of claim 49, wherein the mixer adjusts output levels of the audio data based on mixing coefficient information contained in the mixing information recorded in the interactive data.

51. An audio mixing apparatus, comprising:
a decoder and a mixer, mixing and reproducing different types of channel components without changing channel formats of audio streams, constituting different types of audio content.

52. An audio mixing method, comprising:
mixing and reproducing different types of channel components without changing channel formats of audio streams, constituting different types of audio content.

53. An information storage medium, comprising:
programmable code, mixing and reproducing different types of channel components without changing channel formats of audio streams, constituting different types of audio content.

54. A reproducing apparatus, comprising:
   a decoder and a mixer, adjusting output levels of audio data from multiple audio streams, based on mixing coefficient information contained in mixing information, and mixing the adjusted audio data based on a mixing-relation information contained in the mixing information.

55. A reproducing method, comprising:
   detecting a multiplicity of audio data, which is to be combined, based on mixing-relation information and channel information contained in the multiplicity of audio data;
   adjusting output levels of the detected multiplicity of audio data based on mixing coefficient information; and
   mixing the adjusted multiplicity of audio data.
FIG. 3A

FIRST AUDIO STREAM

FIG. 3B

SECOND AUDIO STREAM
### FIG. 5
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### FIG. 6

#### MIXING TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUDIO STREAM IDENTIFIER</th>
<th>CHANNEL COMPONENT</th>
<th>MIXING OBJECT</th>
<th>MIXING COEFFICIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUDIO STREAM IDENTIFIER</td>
<td>CHANNEL COMPONENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 7

L
FIRST MIXING INFORMATION

R
SECOND MIXING INFORMATION
interface AudioMixing
{
    // FirstStream Channel Type
    public const unsigned short FirstStream_LeftChannel=0;
    public const unsigned short FirstStream_CenterChannel=1;
    public const unsigned short FirstStream_RightChannel=2;
    public const unsigned short FirstStream_LeftSurChannel=3;
    public const unsigned short FirstStream_RightSurChannel=4;
    public const unsigned short FirstStream_LFEChannel=5;

    // SecondStream Channel Type
    public const unsigned short SecondStream_LeftChannel=0;
    public const unsigned short SecondStream_RightChannel=1;

    // Attributes
    attribute unsigned short audioFirstStreamMixLevel;
    attribute unsigned short audioSecondStreamMixLevel;
    attribute unsigned short SecondStream_SyncTo_FirstStreamPTS;

    // Methods
    void setChannel(in unsigned short target, in unsigned short source)
        raises(ObjectException);
    void play(in DOMString file) raises(ObjectException);
};
<html>
<head>
  <title>Audio Mixing Sample</title>
  <script>
    <!--
    function PlaySound(uri)
    {
      AudioMixing.setChannel(AudioMixing.SecondStream_LeftChannel,
      AudioMixing.FirstStream_LeftChannel);
      AudioMixing.setChannel(AudioMixing.SecondStream_RightChannel,
      AudioMixing.FirstStream_RightChannel);
      AudioMixing.audioFirstStreamMixLevel = 70;
      AudioMixing.audioSecondStreamMixLevel = 30;
      AudioMixing.SecondStream_SyncTo_FirstStreamPTS = 100;
      AudioMixing.play(uri);
    }
    // !-->
    </script>
</head>
<body onload='PlaySound("background.wav")'>
    ....
</body>
</html>
package Audio

public interface AudioMixing{
    public static final int FirstStream_LeftChannel=0;
    public static final int FirstStream_CenterChannel=1;
    public static final int FirstStream_RightChannel=2;
    public static final int FirstStream_LeftSurChannel=3;
    public static final int FirstStream_RightSurChannel=4;
    public static final int FirstStream_LFEChannel=5;

    public static final int SecondStream_LeftChannel=0;
    public static final int SecondStream_RightChannel=1;

    public unsigned int audioFirstStreamMixLevel;
    public unsigned int audioSecondStreamMixLevel;
    public unsigned int SecondStream_SyncTo_FirstStreamPTS;

    public void setChannel(unsigned int target, unsigned int source);
    public void play(String file);
}
AudioMixingExam.java

import Audio;

public class AudioMixingExam {
    public void AudioMix(String uri) {
        AudioMixing aumix = new AudioMixing();

        aumix.setChannel(AudioMixing.SecondStream_LeftChannel, AudioMixing.FirstStream_LeftChannel);
        aumix.setChannel(AudioMixing.SecondStream_RightChannel, AudioMixing.FirstStream_RightChannel);
        aumix.audioFirstStreamMixLevel = 70;
        aumix.audioSecondStreamMixLevel = 30;
        aumix.SecondStream_SyncTo_FirstStreamPTS = 100;
        aumix.play(uri);
    }

    public static void main(String[] args) {
        // ...

        AudioMix("background.wav"); //

        // ...
    }
}
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START

1301 RECEIVE VIA NETWORK FIRST AUDIO STREAM CONTAINING A MULTIPICITY OF AUDIO DATA FROM RESPECTIVE CHANNELS

1302 RECEIVE MIXING INFORMATION VIA NETWORK

1303 DECODE FIRST AUDIO STREAM

1304 READ FROM DISC SECOND AUDIO STREAM CONTAINING A MULTIPICITY OF AUDIO DATA FROM RESPECTIVE CHANNELS

1305 DECODE SECOND AUDIO STREAM

1306 MIX AUDIO DATA FROM THE FIRST AUDIO STREAM WITH AUDIO DATA FROM THE SECOND AUDIO STREAM, BASED ON MIXING INFORMATION

END
**FIG. 14A**

START

ADJUST OUTPUT LEVELS OF AUDIO DATA FROM MULTIPLE AUDIO STREAMS BASED ON MIXING COEFFICIENT INFORMATION CONTAINED IN MIXING INFORMATION, AND MIX THE ADJUSTED AUDIO DATA BASED ON MIXING-RELATION INFORMATION CONTAINED IN MIXING INFORMATION
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**FIG. 14B**

START

DETECT A MULTIPLICITY OF AUDIO DATA, WHICH IS TO BE COMBINED, BASED ON MIXING-RELATION INFORMATION AND CHANNEL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE MULTIPLICITY OF AUDIO DATA, ADJUST THE OUTPUT LEVELS OF THE DETECTED AUDIO DATA BASED ON MIXING COEFFICIENT INFORMATION, AND MIX THE AUDIO DATA
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